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It has been debated whether interspecies niche differences may follow niche

conservatism, whether niches are becoming specialists, whether generalists and

specialists aremaintained in a balance, and how the realized nichemay adapt to local

or temporal environments. In the present study, by using stable isotope analysis to

evaluate the trophic niche of seven Cultrinae species, we investigated niche

conservatism among these species from 10 sites of the Yangtze River by testing

the Mantel test of trophic niche variables [trophic position (TP), d13C, and trophic

niche breadth]. We also comprehensively investigated the fundamental niche

differences as well as spatial and temporal adaptations of the realized niche of

these seven Cultrinae species by calculating trophic niche breadths, overlap, and TP.

The results showed that TP and fundamental trophic niche breadth exhibited

phylogenetic conservatism, while the fundamental trophic niche breadth of the

three Hemicultrine species tended to become generalists and four Cultrine species

tended to become specialists. Moreover, the realized trophic niche of the same

species would exhibit different adaptation at different sites as well as in different

seasons. In the wet season, trophic niche breadths of the seven species were

significantly larger than that in the dry season with great overlaps between species,

while in the dry season, trophic niche separation was found among the seven

species due to competitive exclusion of niches. We believe that these findings will

contribute to future theoretical and empirical niche investigations.

KEYWORDS

niche, niche conservatism, specialist, generalist, spatial and temporal adaptations
1 Introduction

The niche concept is often considered as a place in the natural world, particularly a

habitat, a microhabitat, or a range of suitable environmental conditions (Grinnell, 1917), or

as the role a species plays in the ecosystem defined, in part, by its resources and consumers

(Elton, 1927; Ricklefs, 2010). It has been a key concept in the development of ecological and
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evolutionary theory and holds wider prominence, in areas as diverse

as evolutionary theory (Violle et al., 2011; Carscadden et al., 2020).

Explorations to niche concept have greatly prompted the advances

of ecological science.

Different species should exhibit differences in their ecological niche.

It has been debated how species may differentiate in their niches. Niche

conservatism proposes that a species tends to retain aspects of its

fundamental niche through speciation over space and time. Therefore,

closely related species should be most ecologically similar (Harvey and

Pagel, 1991; Wiens and Graham, 2005; Losos, 2008; Ricklefs, 2010;

Wiens et al., 2010; Crisp and Cook, 2012). However, studies on niche

conservatism have received different views. Some studies support niche

conservatism (Ackerly, 2003; Hadly et al., 2009; Burns and Strauss,

2011; Pearman et al., 2014), while others do not (Losos et al., 2003;

Knouft et al., 2006; Pearman et al., 2014).

For niche divergence (evolving), Loxdale et al. (2011) and

Ackermann and Doebeli (2004) suggested evolutionary

improbability of “generalism” in nature: over the evolutionary

process, species may only utilize limited resources, niche breadth

should decrease, and specialists should increase. However, others

proposed that during speciation, generalists and specialists coexist

and they can be maintained in a balance (Wilson and Yoshimura,

1994; Egas et al., 2004; Abrams, 2006; Dennis et al., 2011). Although

these hypotheses have been often discussed, very few studies have

focused on experimental validation.

For the ecological niche of a species, Hutchinson further

distinguished between the fundamental niche and the realized niche

(Hutchinson, 1957). The fundamental niche refers to the ideal

conditions in which a given species might be able to survive, grow,

and reproduce (Hutchinson, 1957; Roughgarden, 1974; Larose et al.,

2018). However, owing to competition or environment constraints, a

species actually only occupies a subset of the fundamental niche

(realized niche) (Pulliam, 2000; Hurlbert and White, 2007; Colwell

and Rangel, 2009; Severtsov, 2013). As such, the realized niche is often

narrower than the fundamental niche, and it can change over time as

environmental conditions change (Severtsov, 2013). Till now, the

adaptability of the fundamental niche of aquatic organisms to

temporal and spatial variability has received little attention

(Haubrock et al., 2021; Ru et al., 2022).

Trophic niche has been proven more tractable than other niche

dimensions. Carbon and nitrogen stable isotope technology as a

powerful tool has been widely used to explore trophic structure and

niche relationships at the species or community level (Layman et al.,

2007; Jackson et al., 2011; Cucherousset and Villéger, 2015). As a proxy

of ecological niches, the isotope niche metrics determined not only the

space occupied by species in the C-N bi-plot but also relevant

descriptors of the overall trophic status and resource use (Newsome

et al., 2007), which were used to quantify the trophic diversity and

niche overlap of coexisting species (Abrantes et al., 2014; Masese et al.,

2018). Furthermore, the community-level metrics and the calculation

of the standard ellipse area under the Bayesian framework make it

easier to conduct comparative studies on population trophic structure

across different temporal and spatial scales (Jackson et al., 2011).

In this study, we selected four fish species (Culter erythropterus,

C. mongolicus, C. dabryi, and C. alburnus) as representatives of the

Cultrine clade and three fish species (Hemiculter leucisculus, H.
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bleekeri, and Pseudolaubuca sinensis) as representatives of the

Hemicultrine clade to explore the interspecies niche differences

and the spatial–temporal adaptations. The seven fish species

taxonomically belong to Cypriniformes, Cyprinidae, and Cultrins

(Cultrinae) (Cheng et al., 2022), which are also part of the East

Asian Endemic group of Cyprinids, and mostly dominant in the

local ecosystem. Cultrins (Cultrinae) has been found as a

monophyletic group, consisting of two clades, the Cultrine and

the Hemicultrine by extensive studies (Cunha et al., 2002; Wang et

al., 2004; Saitoh et al., 2006; Mayden et al., 2008; Liu and Chen,

2011; Tang et al., 2013a; Tang et al., 2013b).

In this study, by using stable isotope analysis to evaluate trophic

niche of seven Cultrinae species collected from 10 sites of the

Yangtze River, we examined phylogenetic conservatism of trophic

niche [trophic position (TP), d13C, and trophic niche breadth].

Moreover, we explored the fundamental niche characteristic of

seven Cultrinae species and investigated spatial and temporal

variations of the realized niche to comprehensively elucidate the

trophic niche adaptation of these seven coexisting species. Our

purposes are to elucidate (1) whether fundamental niche may

exhibit niche conservatism; (2) whether niche can become more

generalist or specialist; and (3) the spatial–temporal adaptations of

the realized niche.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study areas and sampling sites

The Yangtze River is the third-longest river in the world, with a

length of 6,397 km and a drainage basin of 1.8 × 106 km2 (Gao et al.,

2019; Ren et al., 2022). In this study, we collected samples from 10

sites in the Yangtze River (five sites in the main stream and five sites

in its tributaries) (Figure 1). All the 10 sampling sites were selected

to investigate spatial difference of realized trophic niche, of which, 4

sampling sites of Poyang Lake (Xingzi, Duchang, Wucheng, and

Poyang) were used to investigate seasonal variations of realized

trophic niche.
2.2 Sample collection and processing

Fish samples for stable isotope analyses were collected using nets

in July 2018, and in May, October, and November of 2019. Detailed

sampling information is summarized in Supplementary Table 1. The

fish were collected by drifting gill nets (50 m long × 1.5 m high, 5 and

10 cm mesh size), trawl nets (8 m net depth; 4.5 m × 1.8 m net

opening), and fishhooks. The baseline crustaceans were also caught

along with the fish in some sites to correct the differences between

sites. Furthermore, the stable isotopes values for the baseline were

also referred to the corresponding studies in some sites. Each sampled

fish was identified to species level according to Chen (1998). Fishes

caught and targeted for further analysis included seven cosmopolitan

species of Cultrinae (Culter erythropterus, Culter mongolicus, Culter

dabryi, Culter alburnus, Hemiculter leucisculus, Hemiculter bleekeri,

and Pseudolaubuca sinensis).
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A total of 651 fish belonging to seven Cultrinae species were

collected from 10 sites of the Yangzte River and its tributaries. In

this study, 1 sample of each fish species was selected for molecular

analysis, and 3–16 samples of each fish species and 3 samples of

crustacean species were selected for stable isotope analysis. After

preserving an appropriate amount of muscle tissue in 95% alcohol

for molecular analysis and white dorsal muscle (removing the skin

and scales) for stable isotope analysis, the whole body was fixed in

10% formalin and deposited in the Institute of Hydrobiology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences. In the laboratory, the white muscle

of fish and foot muscle of crustaceans were oven-dried to a constant

weight at 60°C for at least 48 h, ground into powder with an

automatic grinder, and stored in clean containers until analysis.

Fish collection and the experimental protocols were approved by

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Institute of

Hydrobiology, Chinese Academic of Sciences (2018/LL/057).
2.3 Genetic distance and
phylogenetic analysis

DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and sequencing of the

cytochrome b (Cyt b) were conducted following Tang et al. (2012).

Seven sequences of the Cultrinae species were used for the analysis

(GenBank accession number: OQ621647, OQ621648, OQ621649,

OQ621650, OQ621651, OQ621652, and OQ621653), with three

species of Xenocyprininae (Xenocypris argentea MH797098,

Xenocypris davidi MH797100, and Pseudobrama simoni

MH797105) serving as the outgroup. The DNA sequences were

aligned using Clustal X (Thompson et al., 1997) and were manually
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checked with SEAVIEW (Galtier et al., 1996). The Kimura’s 2-

parameter (K2P) genetic distances were calculated using MEGA X

(Kumar et al., 2018) for the seven species and were subsequently used

for testing their relationships with trophic niche differences. Prior to

the phylogenetic analysis, the method of Xia et al. (2003) was used to

access substitution saturation of the sequences by comparing the

information entropy-based index (ISS) with critical values (ISS.c) in

DAMBE 7 (Xia, 2018). If ISS is significantly lower than ISS.c, then

sequences have not experienced substitution saturation. The

sequences of Cyt b showed no significant substitution saturation

(ISS = 0.118< ISS.c = 0.793, p< 0.001), indicating that they can be

used for phylogenetic analysis.

Based on the sequences of Cyt b, phylogenetic relationships of

seven Cultrinae species sampled in the study areas were

reconstructed using Bayesian inference (BI), maximum likelihood

(ML), and Neighbor‐joining (NJ) approaches. NJ analysis was

performed with MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018) and bootstrapping

with 1,000 pseudo replicates was used to examine the robustness of

clades in the resulting tree (Felsenstein, 1985). The best-fit model

(GTR+F+I) of nucleotide substitution for the data was identified by

ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017) using the Corrected

Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) implemented in the

PhyloSuite platform (Zhang et al., 2020). BI and ML analyses

were performed with MrBayes v3.2.7 (Ronquist et al., 2012) and

IQ-TREE 1.5 (Nguyen et al., 2015), respectively, implemented in the

PhyloSuite platform (Zhang et al., 2020). In BI, four simultaneous

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) were run for 6 million

generations, sampling every 100 generations and using a burn-in

rate of 25%. In ML analysis, the node support was evaluated by

1,000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates (UFBS).
FIGURE 1

Map of the study sites in the Yangtze River.
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2.4 Stable isotope laboratory analysis

Approximately 200–300 μg of dry mass of muscle tissue were

weighted into tin capsules and analyzed for stable isotope values

using a Delta V Advantage mass spectrometer coupled to a Flash

2000 HT elemental analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,

MA, USA). Muscle-tissue samples were not pre-treated with lipid

extraction due to the relatively low lipid content of this type of tissue

(Passi et al., 2002; Visentainer et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2012; Malek

et al., 2016). Stable isotope ratios (part per mil, ‰) were expressed

in d notation as deviations from a standard:

dX   (‰ ) =
Rsample

Rstandard
 − 1

� �
 �   1000

where X is 13C or 15N, and R represents the stable isotope ratio

(13C/12C for carbon and 15N/14N for nitrogen). The standard

reference materials were Vienna-Pee Dee Belemnite limestone (V-

PDB) for 13C/12C and atmospheric nitrogen for 15N/14N ratios

(Peterson and Fry, 1987; Fry, 1999; Mendoza-Carranza et al., 2010).

In this study, USGS40, USGS41, USGS65, USGS41A, UREA-

Thermo, and IAEA-600 were used as working standards and

interspersed in the samples. The analytical precision of the

measurements was ±0.2‰ for both d13C and d15N.
2.5 Stable isotope baseline corrections

As d13C and d15N for basal resources might vary considerably

between sites (e.g., France, 1995), we corrected for these differences

before further analyses (De Santis et al., 2021). d15N data were

converted to trophic position (TP) using the following equation

(Olsson et al., 2009; Britton et al., 2022):

TP =
d15Nfish  −   d15Nbaseline  

3:4

� �
+ 2

where TP and d15Nfish are the trophic positions and the nitrogen

isotope ratios of each individual fish, d15Nbaseline is the mean d15N of

the putative macroinvertebrate prey resources (Supplementary

Table 2), 3.4 is the fractionation factor between adjacent trophic

levels, and 2 is the trophic position of these prey resources (as

primary consumers) (Post, 2002). d13C were converted to corrected

carbon (d13Ccorr) using the following equation (Olsson et al., 2009;

Britton et al., 2022):

d13Ccorr =
d13Cfish  −   d13CmeanMI

CRMI

where d13Cfish is the carbon isotope value of each fish,

d13CmeanMI is the mean d13C of the macroinvertebrate prey, and

CRMI is the carbon range (d13Cmax − d13Cmin) of the same

macroinvertebrates used for baseline in calculating the trophic

pos i t ion (Olsson et a l . , 2009 ; Br i t ton et a l . , 2022)

(Supplementary Table 2).
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2.6 Stable isotope statistical analysis

Sampling sites, number of samples, mean stable isotope

composition (d13C and d15N), and trophic position (TP) of each

fish species can be found in Supplementary Table 3. All the data of

each species at all sampling sites were pooled to represent the

fundamental trophic niche. The d13Ccorr–TP bi-plot was used to

identify the differences in fundamental trophic niche among the

seven Cultrinae species (Olsson et al., 2009).

In order to assess and quantify the influence of phylogeny on

trophic niche variables, we used the Mantel test, which is a common

approach to study niche conservatism (Mantel, 1967; Losos et al., 2003;

Warren et al., 2008; Felizola Diniz-Filho et al., 2010; Montaña and

Winemiller, 2013; Seger et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015). The test was

performed in the R package “vegan” between the two matrices, trophic

niche differences (Euclidean distances) and pairwise genetic distances.

The trophic niche differences matrix is then regressed on the genetic

distances matrix and the regression is tested for significance. The tests

were carried out through the Monte Carlo randomization, whereby the

genetic distance matrix is held constant and species in the trait matrix

are permutated randomly (procedure with 1,000 random

permutations); the null hypothesis was that the two matrices were

not related to each other at a significance level of 0.01.

In addition, to describe the trophic niche and estimate the

trophic niche breadth, we calculated the corrected standard ellipse

areas (SEAc) with the Stable Isotope Bayesian Ellipses (SIBER)

package in R (Jackson et al., 2011). The SEAc enclose 40% of the

corrected isotope data, thus representing the core trophic niche,

indicating typical resource use within a species or population

(Jackson et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 2012; Syväranta et al., 2013).

We then calculated the fundamental trophic niche breadth and

overlapping areas of the seven Cultrinae species to indicate the

extent of resource sharing with the “SIBER” and “pheatmap”

package in R.

The d13C-d15N bi-plots were used to identify trophic niche spatial

and seasonal variations among the seven Cultrinae species. We then

estimated the realized trophic niche breadths and overlapping areas of

the seven Cultrinae species. A box plot with Kruskal–Wallis H

Nonparametric Test can be used to test for seasonal variations in

trophic niche breadths of the seven Cultrinae species in four sites of

Poyang Lake. This analysis was conducted using STATISTICA 18.0,

and the significance level was set at 0.05 for all statistical tests.
3 Results

3.1 Fundamental trophic niche of the seven
Cultrinae species

For all the samples, the d13C values ranged from −31.890‰ to

−19.502‰ and d15N values range from 8.041‰ to 19.805‰. The

highest average value of d13C and d15N was found in H. leucisculus

(Mudong) and C. dabryi (Xingzi), and the lowest average value of d13C
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and d15N was found in C. erythropterus (Hannan) and P. sinensis

(Hejiang), respectively.

When all the data of each species were pooled together, large

degrees of fundamental trophic overlaps were detected among these

seven Cultrinae species, indicating similarity in their fundamental

trophic niches, of which the highest trophic overlap was found

between H. leucisculus and H. bleekeri (3.24‰2) (Figure 2). In

addition, comparison of fundamental trophic niche breadth of these

seven Cultrinae species showed that H. bleekeri had the greatest

breadth and C. erythropterus had the smallest breadth (Figure 2).
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3.2 Fundamental trophic
niche conservatism

Using seven sequences with 1,140 bp from the seven Cultrinae

species and three outgroup species, the phylogenetic relationships

among them were analyzed, and the genetic distances

(Supplementary Table 4) were calculated to test phylogenetic

niche conservatism among species (Figure 3). The Mantel test

between genetic distances and Euclidean distances showed that

phylogenetic relatedness and trophic niche were significantly
BA

FIGURE 2

(A) Comparison of stable isotopic values (d13Ccorr, Trophic position) together with their sample size-corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) for the
seven Cultrinae species from 10 sites in the Yangtze River. The seven species are displayed with different colored circles, respectively. The total area
of the convex hull (TA) (dashed black lines) and SEAc represent the total niche space and core niche space occupied by species. (B) The
fundamental trophic niche overlap areas (numbers inside boxes) of the corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) of the seven Cultrinae species
estimated using Stable Isotope Bayesian Ellipses (SIBER) in R. Color intensity increases with SEAc overlap. The trophic niche breadth (‰2) of the
seven Cultrinae species are given in parentheses.
FIGURE 3

The NJ phylogenetic tree based on Cyt b gene sequences showing the phylogenetic relationship among seven Cultrinae species. Values on nodes
correspond to the support values for BI, ML, and NJ methods. The fundamental trophic niche breadth (‰2) of the seven Cultrinae species are given
in parentheses.
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correlated for TP and fundamental trophic niche breadth (TP: r =

0.642, p = 0.012< 0.05; fundamental trophic niche breadth: r =

0.460, p = 0.033< 0.05), whereas phylogenetic relatedness and

trophic niche similarity were not significantly correlated for d13C
(r = −0.148, p = 0.77 > 0.05).
3.3 Fundamental trophic niche generalism
and specialism

We took the average fundamental trophic niche breadth

(3.23‰2) of the seven Cultrins species as a reference standard for

judging whether a species is a generalist or a specialist: species with

trophic niche breadth greater than 3.23‰2 tend to become

generalists, whereas species with trophic niche breadth lower than
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
3.23‰2 tend to become specialists. Comparison of fundamental

trophic niche breadth of these seven Cultrinae species showed that

four Cultrine species had relatively small fundamental trophic niche

breadth, indicating that they tend to become specialists, while three

Hemicultrine species had relatively large fundamental trophic niche

breadth, indicating that they tend to become generalists (Figure 2).
3.4 Spatial adaptations of realized niche of
the seven Cultrinae species

The realized trophic niche of the seven Cultrinae species at

different sites showed different results. In some sites, e.g., Mudong

and Zigui, evident trophic niche separation among the seven

Cultrinae species was detected, with negligible or even no niche
B

C D

E F

A

FIGURE 4

Comparison of stable isotopic values (d13C, d15N) together with their sample size-corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) for the seven Cultrinae
species from six sites in the Yangtze River (A–F). Different species are displayed with different colored circles. The total area of the convex hull (TA)
(dashed black lines) and corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) represent the total niche space and core niche space occupied by species.
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overlaps among species, while in other sites, e.g., Hejiang,

Wanzhou, Pingjiang, and Hannan, some species showed

similarity in their trophic niche, with large degree of overlaps

among species (Figure 4).

Trophic niche breadth for the seven Cultrinae species varied over

the 10 sites. None of the seven species consistently exhibited the widest

or narrowest trophic niche breadth across all 10 sites, even in different

seasons of the same sampling site, indicating that no species can always

be a generalist or a specialist. Instead, some species exhibited relatively
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 07
large trophic niche breadth in some sites and tended to become

generalist species, while they showed relatively small trophic niche

breadth in other sites and were more likely to become specialists. For

instance, the relatively large trophic niche breadth of C. alburnus can be

found inMudong and Xingzi (Wet season), indicating that C. alburnus

tended to become a generalist in these sites. However, C. alburnus

exhibited relatively small trophic niche breadth in Hannan, Pingjiang,

and Zigui, suggesting that C. alburnus tended to become a specialist in

these sites (Figure 5).
FIGURE 5

Corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) representing the trophic niche breadth of the seven Cultrinae species collected from 10 sites of the Yangtze
River.
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3.5 Seasonal variations of realized niche

The seven Cultrinae species showed similar niche space, with a

lot of overlap as well as some differences in four sites of Poyang Lake

in the wet season. However, contrary to the wet season, we found

trophic niche separation among the seven species, with negligible

overlap in the dry season (Figures 6, 7).
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While making comparison between the wet season and dry

season, we found that the trophic niche breadth of the seven species

in the wet season was significantly larger than that in the dry season

excluding H. leucisculus (Xingzi) and C. dabryi (Wucheng),

indicating abundant food sources in the wet season (Kruskal–

Wallis H Nonparametric Test, c2 = 11.149, df = 1, p = 0.001<

0.01) (Figures 8, 9).
FIGURE 6

Comparison of stable isotopic values (d13C, d15N) together with their sample size-corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) in the wet and dry season for the
seven Cultrinae species from four sites in the Poyang Lake. Different species are displayed with different colored circles. The total area of the convex hull
(TA) (dashed black lines) and corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) represent the total niche space and core niche space occupied by species.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Fundamental trophic
niche conservatism

Previous studies have provided empirical support of the niche

conservatism (Wiens et al., 2010; Crisp and Cook, 2012; Soberón and

Martıńez-Gordillo, 2012; Culumber and Tobler, 2016). However, other

lines of evidence rather support niche divergence (Herrel et al., 1999;

Moreno-Letelier et al., 2013; Pearman et al., 2014). In this study, a

species’ trophic niche at all sampling sites were pooled together to

represent its fundamental trophic niche. By using the Mantel test

between genetic distances and Euclidean distances for the trophic niche

variables (TP, d13C, and trophic niche widths), we found significant

phylogenetic effects for TP and fundamental trophic niche breadth,

showing niche conservatism. This is consistent with the traditional

recognition that Cultrine are carnivorous fish and Hemicultrine are

omnivorous fish.

Meanwhile, we also found that different trophic niche variables

may exhibit very different patterns, and there was no phylogenetic

effect for d13C. As the results showed that there is a strong

phylogenetic effect for TP, close relatives are expected to maintain

similar trophic levels, and we guess that even when maintaining a

similar trophic level, they could differ in the item they consume

(e.g., they feed on a different source of carbon), which leads to no
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phylogenetic effect in d13C. Similar results can also be found in

Wang et al. (2015) and Schluter (2000). Thus, it is important to

remember that the niche is multi-dimensional, and in any clade,

some aspects may be conserved while others diversify.
4.2 Fundamental trophic niche generalism
and specialism

The evolution of an ecological niche is a process of adaptation in

which species with certain traits are favored in a given environment.

Along with this process, species in a particular environment will

become more specialized in order to better survive and reproduce in

that environment (Loxdale et al., 2011). Therefore, specialists are

focused on a stable environment, while generalists are favored in an

instable environment and cope more easily with environmental

stochasticity (Fried et al., 2010; Peers et al., 2012). However, some

scenarios of generalist–specialist coexistence have been proposed

through recent theoretical work; they argued that during speciation

and niche, evolutionary generalist and specialist can be maintained in a

balance (Wilson and Yoshimura, 1994; Egas et al., 2004; Abrams, 2006;

Dennis et al., 2011).

In this study, comparison of the fundamental trophic niche

breadth of seven species showed that the fundamental trophic

niche breadths of three omnivorous Hemicultrine species were
FIGURE 7

Comparison of sample size-corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) overlap among the seven Cultrinae species in the wet and dry season in four sites
of Poyang Lake. ND represents no data.
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much greater than that of four carnivorous Cultrine species,

indicating that three Hemicultrine species had become generalists

in the fundamental trophic niche and four Cultrine species had

become specialists. It is important to note that the Mantel test

showed that the fundamental trophic niche breadth follows

conservatism; the fundamental trophic niches of closely related

species (species in Cultrine or in Hemicultrine) were more

similar than those of distantly related species (species in Cultrine

vs. in Hemicultrine).
4.3 Spatial adaptations of realized
trophic niche

This study investigated whether there were variations in the

realized trophic niches of the fish species at the 10 sample sites as

well as the causes of those variations. Unlike the fundamental niche,

the realized niche is a set of ecological interactions between different

species. We discovered that when species are distributed in various

sites with limited food resources, fish need to balance the utilization

of trophic and spatial niche to achieve species coexistence (Pratchett

and Berumen, 2008).
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The realized niche of the same species varied in different sites. The

fish species showed broader trophic niches in some sampling sites,

showing to be generalism. In contrast, this fish species exhibited

narrower trophic niches in other sampling sites, showing more

specialism. We believe that these variations in fish niche breadths at

different sites are therefore probably a consequence of abiotic factors

and biotic interactions such as food resource availability, water

environmental fitness and capacity, predation, or competition (Platell

et al., 1997; Guedes et al., 2015; Larose et al., 2018). Therefore, the

trophic niches of fish go through different adaptation changes in order

to adapt to various aquatic environmental conditions.
4.4 Seasonal variations of realized
trophic niche

We identified significant differences in the trophic niche in the wet

and dry seasons by comparing the trophic niche breadth and niche

overlap of seven species in the Poyang Lake. The trophic niche breadths

of all the seven species in the wet season were significantly greater than

that in the dry season in four sites of Poyang Lake, except for H.

leucisculus (Xingzi) and C. dabryi (Wucheng). The trophic niche
FIGURE 8

Comparison of corrected standard ellipse area (SEAc) representing the trophic niche breadth of seven Cultrinae species in the wet and dry season in
four sites of Poyang Lake.
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overlaps among seven species were larger in the wet season compared

to the dry season.

We speculate that this is due to environmental conditions related

to seasonal changes in the availability of potential food resources

(Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). In the dry season, as low-

water conditions result in contraction of aquatic habitats, the food

resources available to fish are reduced proportionally. When a resource

becomes limiting, competing species may specialize according to their

species-specific resource preferences, and niche overlap will decrease,

which leads to trophic niche differentiation to avoid competitive

exclusion (Wiens, 1993; Gabler and Amundsen, 2010; Guedes et al.,

2015). However, in the wet season, the water area expansion increased

the population size of submerged aquatic macrophyte as well as the

organic matter from terrestrial or macrophyte plants, making the food

resources substantially more abundant. As a result of adequate food

resources, species are no longer competing and competitive exclusion is

avoided even when niches broadly overlap (Hastings and Gross, 2012).

Our findings are consistent with this viewpoint, that when resources

are no longer limiting, niche overlap may have little relationship or

even an inverse relationship to competitive intensity: the greater the

niche overlap, the less intense is competition (Hastings and

Gross, 2012).
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As one of the most important dimensions of niche, trophic

niche plays a crucial role in the coexistence and resource

partitioning of fish species in aquatic ecosystems. However, most

studies on the trophic niche mainly focused on food chains, food

webs, and differences in realized trophic niche among species. The

interspecies niche differentiation pattern as well as the spatial and

temporal adaptations of the realized niche have received little

attention. In this study, by using stable isotope analysis to

evaluate the trophic niche of seven Cultrinae species, we

investigated interspecies trophic niche differences and spatial–

temporal adaptations of the realized niche.

The results showed the following: (1) Significant phylogenetic

effects were found for TP and trophic niche breadth except d13C,
indicating the existence of niche conservatism. (2) Comparison of

the fundamental trophic niche breadth of seven species showed that

three Hemicultrine species tended to become generalists and four

Cultrine species tended to become specialists. (3) The trophic niche

of the same species would evolve adaptively in different sites, and

some species tended to generalize in some sites but specialized in

other sites. (4) In the wet season with abundant food resources,
FIGURE 9

Box-and-whisker plots of trophic niche breadths for the seven Cultrinae species in the wet and dry season from four study sites in the Poyang Lake.
Trophic niche breadths for the seven Cultrinae species in the wet season were significantly larger than that in the dry season at an a = 0.01. For the
boxplots, lines indicate median, boxes indicate upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers indicate 1.5 quartile ranges. Black dots are outliers.
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trophic niche breadths of the seven species were large and there

were great overlaps between species, while in the dry season with

limited food resources, there was trophic niche differentiation due

to competitive exclusion of niches.
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